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GlobalWebIndex Entertainment flagship reports provide 
the most important insights and the latest figures for online 
entertainment behaviors around the world.

Among others, this report covers the following topics in detail:

• The numbers engaging with online entertainment, 
including music, video, and games

• The relationship between linear and online TV

• The state of online music and video streaming, as well as 
which platforms are performing best

• Which devices are most important for gaming, how 
gaming entertainment is evolving, and the opportunities 
this presents for brands 

• The impact of entertainment on the consumer-brand 
relationship

• The trends in social media entertainment



Key Insights

Linear TV is still going strong. Despite 
year-on-year drops in broadcast 
engagement and online TV capturing 
more and more daily media time 
among internet users, online TV still 
isn’t cannibalizing broadcast. It is 
complementing it, moving the experience 
away from one-time, one-place viewing to 
a more flexible experience. 

Because of its continuing reach and 
popularity, TV is still the most effective 
advertising medium globally. Among the 
brand discovery channels that we track, 
TV ads are cited by the largest share of 
consumers – 36% – as the main way they 
find out about new brands. 

Netflix extends its lead. Netflix is now 
the top video streaming service in all 
regions, making significant headway in 
the Middle East and Africa and the Asia-
Pacific regions. Outside China, Netflix 
leads in APAC, too, although does not 
even enter the top 10 when looking at 
China alone.

It’s a pivotal time for music streaming. 
Music streaming has the fewest users of 
the streaming media we track. It has the 
most potential to expand in European 
markets with older online populations 
accustomed to using the radio, like 
Austria, Belgium, and the Netherlands. 
Smart speakers may be the key to 
unlocking an audience of casual listeners. 

The decline of gaming consoles is 
slowing down. Added functionalities help 
explain why, despite dropping ownership 
figures, we’ve seen the consistent 
increases in daily time spent on games 
consoles among internet users since 
2012. With fewer owners of the hardware 
and less revenue from sales, the strategic 
emphasis shifts to subscription services, 
with their guaranteed recurring income.
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Engagement with Online Entertainment

Online entertainment activities
% of internet users who have done the following in the last month

APAC leads the way for 
engagement with online 
entertainment activities

05ENGAGEMENT 
WITH ONLINE 
ENTERTAINMENT

Question: In the past month, 
which of the following things 
have you done on the internet 
via any device?
Source: GlobalWebIndex 
Q3 2018 Base: 113,932 
Internet Users aged 16-64

http://g-web.in/2uC7Ymn


Engagement with Online Entertainment

Media consumption segmentation
Internet users’ engagement levels with the following forms of media

06ENGAGEMENT 
WITH ONLINE 
ENTERTAINMENT

Question: On average, how 
often would you say you do the 
following things?
Source: GlobalWebIndex 
Q3 2018 Base: 113,932 
Internet Users aged 16-64

NOTE: For a full definition, see 
our Knowledge Base here. 

http://hubs.ly/H02zPNs0
https://knowledge.globalwebindex.net/hc/en-us/articles/208181245-Media-Consumption-Segmentation
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TV Viewing by Market

  % using subscription services such as Netflix

  % using VPNs for better entertainment content 

  Linear TV

  Online TV
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TV/Video

In every age bracket, internet users watch more broadcast 
TV than online TV, despite year-on-year drops in broadcast 
engagement. Lifestyle has an impact in preserving its reach, 
with consumers in a relationship and those living with their 
partner engaging more with broadcast TV compared to 
those who are single, although all groups watch roughly the 
same amount of online TV per day.

Online TV is part of internet users’ daily routines too. It has 
captured more and more daily media time among internet 
users since 2012, climbing from the 45 minutes per day 
mark to its current standing of 1 hour 9 minutes. Context is 
key here. Rather than cannibalizing broadcast distribution, 
online TV has continued to complement, moving the 
experience away from one-time, one-place viewing to a more 
flexible experience. Whether it’s catching up on missing 
content or finding online-exclusive content from popular 
shows, online entertainment is now providing a value of its 
own, which in turn adds value to broadcast channels.

The growth of online TV is complementing 
broadcast TV, not cannibalizing it

When we combine all our tracked digital sources like 
computers, mobiles, tablets, media streaming devices 
and games consoles into an aggregate and compare with 
linear TV, then linear TV still leads online sources by 12 
percentage-points when it comes to watching TV live. But 
there’s a clear preference for digital sources over TV sets 
for using catch-up services (44% vs. 32%) and subscription 
services (47% vs. 25%).

Linear vs. online TV
Average viewing hours per day by TV type

09TV/VIDEO

Question: Roughly how 
many hours do you spend on 
watching TV during a typical 
day? // Roughly how many hours 
do you spend on watching 
online TV during a typical day?
Source: GlobalWebIndex 
2012-2018 (averages of all 
waves conducted in each year) 
Base: 61,196 (2012), 
156,876 (2013), 168,045 (2014), 
197,734 (2015), 211,023 (2016), 
370,051 (2017), 335,611 
(Q1-Q3 2018)

http://g-web.in/1P03Ynt


From a regional perspective, North America posts the strongest figures for broadcast TV by a 
considerable margin (02:43) and also has a high consumption of online TV (01:19). Internet users in 
the Asia-Pacific region, on the other hand, are spending the longest amount of time watching online 
TV and are the least enthusiastic watchers of linear TV. 

51% of internet users watch TV in some form on a mobile unit, which is an increase of seven 
percentage-points since our last report in Q1 2018. The portability of smartphones, together with 
impressive screen resolutions, generous data packages in many markets and the ability to download 
and watch offline points to their future role in the online entertainment landscape. Because mobile 
units have increasingly brought TV out of the household, marketers are now able to reach consumers 
throughout the day, whether that’s during the morning commute or at the gym. 

TV/Video

Linear vs. online TV
Average number of h:mm per day spent watching the following

10TV/VIDEO

Question: Roughly how 
many hours do you spend on 
watching TV during a typical 
day? // Roughly how many hours 
do you spend on watching 
online TV during a typical day?
Source: GlobalWebIndex 
Q3 2018 Base: 113,932 
Internet Users aged 16-64

http://g-web.in/1P03Ynt


The Video Streaming Market

APAC (EXCLUDING CHINA)

Netflix 41%

Hotstar (India only) 30%

Amazon Prime Video 27%

CHINA

iQiyi (China and Taiwan only) 69%

YouKu (China only) 62%

Tencent Hollywood VIP (China only) 42%

EUROPE

Netflix 35%

Amazon Prime Video 15%

VK (Russia only) 12%

LATIN AMERICA

Netflix 80%

Claro Video (Select Markets Only) 20%

HBO Go (Select Markets Only) 14%

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA

Netflix 38%

Shahid.net (Egypt, KSA & UAE Only) 29%

Amazon Prime Video 14%

NORTH AMERICA

Netflix 65%

Amazon Prime Video 29%

Hulu (Japan and USA Only) 25%

Global VOD competition
% who have used video-on-demand to watch/download TV shows, films or videos in the last month

Netflix and Amazon Prime Video hog the 
headlines for TV streaming, and their global 
expansion has put them into competition 
with local services in each country they 
enter. Netflix now leads in all regions, 
making significant headway in the Middle 
East and Africa and Asia-Pacific regions. 
Excluding China, Netflix is now the most 
used TV streaming service in the APAC 
region, despite not even entering the top 
10 in China. Netflix has made impressive 
progress in doubling down on culturally 
relevant content; according to their chief 
content officer Ted Sarandos, 85% of new 
spending will be going to original TV 
shows, films and other productions.

Beyond these local competitors, streaming 
services also face a challenge in monetizing 
users. At present, there’s a gap between the 
number of internet users watching a service 
and those actually paying for it. Account 
sharing is a major cause: 47% of Amazon 
Prime Video users and 61% of Netflix users 
share their accounts with friends and family.

11TV/VIDEO

Question: In the last month, 
which of these services have 
you used to watch/download 
TV shows, films or videos? 
Please think about any sort of 
TV, video or film content that 
you have watched, streamed, 
downloaded or accessed in 
any other way.
Source: GlobalWebIndex 
Q3 2018 Base: 113,932 
Internet Users aged 16-64

https://variety.com/2018/digital/news/netflix-original-spending-85-percent-1202809623/
https://variety.com/2018/digital/news/netflix-original-spending-85-percent-1202809623/
https://variety.com/2018/digital/news/netflix-original-spending-85-percent-1202809623/
http://g-web.in/2ulTibE


The Video Streaming Market

22% of 16-24-year-old internet users use VPNs
to find entertainment content 

Despite the aggressive global expansion, there are still discrepancies between 
content libraries in different countries. Internet users in fast-growth markets often 
use a virtual private network (VPN) tool to access a broader range of content 
from other countries. VPNs allow users to bypass traditional connections and 
tracking methods to use the internet via a remotely located server – with the 
servers in question often based in nations like the U.S.A., Ireland, Sweden, and the 
Netherlands rather than the user’s home country. 

When VPN users are asked why they use them, over half (52%) say it’s to access 
better entertainment content. This equates to 16% of internet users globally, 
though figures can go much higher among certain groups. In Indonesia, this figure 
rises to 33% of the online population. 

GLOBAL FREE PAID

Netflix 17% 22%

Amazon Prime Video (Excluding China) 7% 9%

Hulu (Japan and USA Only) 1% 2%

HBO Go (Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Mexico,USA only, since Q2 2018) 1% 1%

HBO Now (USA Only) 0.3% 0.5%

Global VOD competition
% who have used the following services to watch/download TV shows, films or videos in the last month

Netflix Tests Cheaper, 
Mobile-Only Subscription in Malaysia

Netflix is reportedly testing a mobile-only, cheaper 
subscription specifically targeting mobile users. 
The number of people who use mobile devices to 
stream Netflix worldwide is growing and it seems 
like a logical next step for the company to help reach 
new subscribers. Netflix faces competition in Asia 
where alternatives like Viu and India’s Hotstar charge 
notably less.

Netflix’s mobile-only subscription will cost around 
$4, around 50% less than its standard subscription. 
In July, Netflix’s Director of Product Innovation said 
that 60% of its users around the world now open 
Netflix’s mobile app at least once a month to watch 
a TV show or movie, so offering cheaper, mobile-first 
plans could be a good move to further growth in Asia 
and emerging markets. This move also fits in with the 
company’s focus on creating original content in Asia, 
with a host of new movies and a TV series on the 
horizon in India.

12TREND IN ACTION TV/VIDEO

Question: In the last month, 
which of these services have 
you used to watch/download 
TV shows, films or videos? 
Please think about any sort of 
TV, video or film content that 
you have watched, streamed, 
downloaded or accessed in 
any other way.
Source: GlobalWebIndex 
Q3 2018 Base: 113,932 
Internet Users aged 16-64

https://insight.globalwebindex.com/e2t/c/*W57GHVr966KWLW4zGj1627H_h70/*W8MVYtl3KdLvRV6sfPk4S25Hp0/5/f18dQhb0SnGV9jx81bW9hCyTX2qwv1SW4cysPL1hkRxSMf5vwPXD6prW7cmS1s4V4f4fW96Ls8g7fckt4W63BCpZ69LWVrW5C2Fn97d7lM9W7Zlrzt6R9mzFW6bwHsk69_m9cW96LRPp1nyXhnW7bWr-X7d7smhW6Rr1kL5CkC02W90G7th8S3yR5VbY02S4s8d5QW6c6M6X6c-1nlW6cc-4C7pTPv3W1slJKQ2V-SpsW23-nGK265VBJW22-vhJ1Q40wbW5w8KG83gPWlhVC72nL1BqcjBW6tFSRc83_HDvW1GgGq81YYV5xW72nt_y6sxy0GW5XXz9m84mvdKW7h2L8S1W_zDXW7pTdkQ1ym5hzW6KF-PK84s36ZW793kSQ80q_52W69TjCc71fTLmW2d3_hN1Cm90ZW775bw572scX_W762Njy5T0-vVW19GsQF1M2XM6W6W9B2P7CGW76W1H36fz3G_1lTW6lBTC74FXhV9VcZLWR86k-PbW7mLMYs8mnf6BW8YFG3679Yq1KW618QYR7Mn4TxW3cJWQT7mtWScW6WGbM38wnwgQW6g4X_Z2hYkFbW8Rjvnv5w9xkHW5HbsxK9hPCC1W2pglVT6vc-Z6VjmZjX52hQZb0
https://insight.globalwebindex.com/e2t/c/*W57GHVr966KWLW4zGj1627H_h70/*W8MVYtl3KdLvRV6sfPk4S25Hp0/5/f18dQhb0SnGV9jx81bW9hCyTX2qwv1SW4cysPL1hkRxSMf5vwPXD6prW7cmS1s4V4f4fW96Ls8g7fckt4W63BCpZ69LWVrW5C2Fn97d7lM9W7Zlrzt6R9mzFW6bwHsk69_m9cW96LRPp1nyXhnW7bWr-X7d7smhW6Rr1kL5CkC02W90G7th8S3yR5VbY02S4s8d5QW6c6M6X6c-1nlW6cc-4C7pTPv3W1slJKQ2V-SpsW23-nGK265VBJW22-vhJ1Q40wbW5w8KG83gPWlhVC72nL1BqcjBW6tFSRc83_HDvW1GgGq81YYV5xW72nt_y6sxy0GW5XXz9m84mvdKW7h2L8S1W_zDXW7pTdkQ1ym5hzW6KF-PK84s36ZW793kSQ80q_52W69TjCc71fTLmW2d3_hN1Cm90ZW775bw572scX_W762Njy5T0-vVW19GsQF1M2XM6W6W9B2P7CGW76W1H36fz3G_1lTW6lBTC74FXhV9VcZLWR86k-PbW7mLMYs8mnf6BW8YFG3679Yq1KW618QYR7Mn4TxW3cJWQT7mtWScW6WGbM38wnwgQW6g4X_Z2hYkFbW8Rjvnv5w9xkHW5HbsxK9hPCC1W2pglVT6vc-Z6VjmZjX52hQZb0
http://g-web.in/2ulTibE
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Music Streaming by Market
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Argentina 1:11 1:25

Australia 0:53 1:12

Austria 0:33 1:42

Belgium 0:45 1:46

Brazil 1:29 1:01

Canada 1:03 1:12

China 1:19 0:45

Colombia 1:11 1:12

Denmark 1:14 1:28

Egypt 1:15 0:43

France 0:44 1:01

Germany 0:37 1:32

Hong Kong 0:53 0:50

India 1:40 0:50

Indonesia 1:22 0:39

Ireland 1:11 1:16

Italy 0:50 1:11

Japan 0:17 0:25

Malaysia 1:23 1:03

Mexico 1:37 0:54

Netherlands 0:46 1:44

New Zealand 0:54 1:11

Philippines 1:59 0:52

Poland 0:59 1:55

Portugal 0:47  1:22

Russia 0:48 0:54

Saudi Arabia 1:19 0:48

Singapore 1:07 1:00

South Africa 1:27 1:41

South Korea 0:42 0:36

Spain 0:49 1:06

Sweden 1:32 1:13

Switzerland 0:43 1:30

Taiwan 1:04 0:36

Thailand 1:37 0:48

Turkey 1:22 0:35

UAE 1:11 0:43

UK 1:10 1:15

USA 1:30 1:11

Vietnam 1:10 0:31

  Time spent on music streaming services    Time spent on broadcast radio 
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The Music Streaming Market

Music streaming is the least popular form 
of entertainment we track, with 38% of 
the online population never using these 
services. There’s a significant number of 
high/heavy engagers (33%), but there’s still 
work to do in converting non-users into 
casual listeners.

Music streaming has the most potential 
to expand in European countries, where 
populations are older and radio is still king. 
This includes countries like Austria, Belgium 
and the Netherlands. 

More time is spent listening to 
radio than music streaming in 21 
of our 42 tracked markets, mostly 
in the European region where 
respondents tend to be older

Smartphones have been the driver for music 
streaming growth so far, with all age groups 
now more likely to stream music on their 
smartphones than any other device. But with 
4 in 10 internet users yet to come around 
to music streaming, new hardware could 
be the next frontier to convert more casual 
music listeners into streamers. 

A quarter of the internet users who don’t use 
music streaming services are planning to 
purchase a voice-controlled smart speaker, 
and a fifth are planning to purchase a 
smart home entertainment product such 
as a wireless speaker. Both of which would 
remove the friction of downloading and 
installing software: Simply asking a voice-
enabled device to ‘play music’ may be 
the key to generating more casual music 
streamers in the years to come. 

As with TV streaming, there’s a gap between 
the number of internet users who report 
using a music streaming service and those 
who have paid for one, underlining the 
work needed to create revenue from users. 
62% of Spotify users and 61% of Apple 
Music users are on free or trial accounts, 
compared to 38% and 39% of Spotify and 
Apple Music users with premium or paid-
for accounts, respectively.

Streaming services are on the 
verge of overtaking monthly 
music downloads

Music downloads are now bought at equal 
rates as music streaming services (both 
21%), and we will soon reach a point where 
streaming overtakes downloads. This is 

because internet users display a much 
stronger preference for accessing content 
services rather than owning the content 
outright. Both the free availability of ad-
supported music streaming services, as well 
as the popularity of accessing music content 
on the likes of YouTube are having an 
impact here. With YouTube Music rolling out 
new music features, we expect the market 
to become more fragmented. 

47% of internet users say they 
prefer to access music through 
online services than buy it offline

The preference for access over ownership is 
most pronounced among younger internet 
users – more than half of 16-24s say they 
like to access music via online services, 
but it’s high across all age groups. Latin 
America stands out as the region with the 
most consumers who favor accessing music 
via online services, with 6 in 10 saying they 
prefer this over owning and downloading 
songs. The same pattern emerges with 
control over music, with younger users 
preferring to create custom playlists, while 
older users are more content to listen to 
it in the background. The ease with which 
smart devices can create background music 
could again be key again here. 

15THE MUSIC 
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https://www.theverge.com/2018/5/17/17364056/youtube-music-premium-google-launch
https://www.theverge.com/2018/5/17/17364056/youtube-music-premium-google-launch


The Global Spread of Music Streaming

EUROPE

Spotify 25%

SoundCloud 8%

Deezer 7%

LATIN AMERICA

Spotify 51%

Deezer 16%

SoundCloud 15%

NORTH AMERICA

Spotify 28%

Pandora (USA only) 25%

YouTube Music 16%

ASIA PACIFIC

QQ Music (China, HK and Taiwan only) 32%

Kugou (China, HK and Taiwan only) 24%

Kuwo (China, HK and Taiwan only) 19%

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA

SoundCloud 43%

Anghami (Egypt, KSA and UAE only) 19%

Nogoum (Egypt only) 14%

Global music streaming competition
% who have used the following music streaming services in the last month

Spotify is the leader among the major 
music streaming services outside of China, 
with 28% of internet users listening via 
the service each month. Key to Spotify’s 
continued success will be maintaining its ad-
supported tier which has so far ensured that 
it boasts a larger reach than any competitor. 

The attractiveness of an ad-supported 
model among potential users will likely 
assure it a leading place in Spotify’s 
future monetization strategies, even if the 
functionality of its free tier is subject to 
change. 

Spotify has recently appeared to have 
secured rights to stream music in India 
– while this should boost the number of 
subscribers, it is also very likely to cause 
the revenue per user to fall substantially. 
This is because there will be very few $9.99 
subscribers. Because almost everyone is 
expected to opt for the free, advertising-
supported service, Spotify could very well 
become a 99.9% free service in this market. 

1 in 5 free users of music streaming services discover brands through 
pre-roll ads on videos – a blind spot for streaming platforms

16THE MUSIC 
STREAMING MARKET

Question: In the last month, 
which of these services 
have you used to listen to/
download music, radio or 
audiobook content? Please 
think about any sort of music, 
radio or audiobook content 
that you have listened to, 
streamed, downloaded or 
accessed in any other way.
Source: GlobalWebIndex 
Q3 2018 Base: 113,932 
Internet Users aged 16-64

https://www.forbes.com/sites/richardwindsoreurope/2018/11/27/spotify-in-india-will-be-99-9-free-rather-than-9-99-a-month/#6096c619788b
http://g-web.in/2vJytKB


In 2018, we saw the introduction of Alphabet’s latest bid to spin off a 
premium music service from YouTube – YouTube Music – in order to gain a 
larger share of the streaming music pie. It hasn’t been the roaring success 
that Alphabet had hoped; the very reason most goes to YouTube is to avoid 
paying to watch movies and stream music. 

Overlapping, at times confusing, subscription tiers has meant YouTube is 
now pulling back on its Premium offerings. According to Verge, the video 
platform has shifted its strategy to minimize its scripted shows and instead 
beef up its ad-supported offering. They have also recently announced a 
$4.99-a-month plan for YouTube Music student subscribers, which is the 
same price point offered to students by Spotify and Apple Music for their 
streaming subscriptions.

The Global Spread of Music Streaming

YouTube Premium Goes Freemium

YouTube is planning to move its premium offering 
from behind the paywall, making its YouTube Original 
content free-with-ads to all its users. In other YouTube 
news, the Google-owned company has rolled out its 
take on Stories (originally “Reels”) from select creators 
to all those with over 10,000 subscribers.

YouTube commands a huge amount of eyeball time 
but has long struggled to convince its users to opt 
for premium content. A change like this suggests 
those struggles are continuing. This latest move is 
a step towards a model that most of its users would 
recognize from its short-form content.

17TREND IN ACTION THE MUSIC 
STREAMING MARKET

https://www.theverge.com/2018/11/29/18116154/youtube-premium-free-ads-subscription-red
https://youtube.googleblog.com/2018/11/youtube-launches-student-plans-for.html
https://insight.globalwebindex.com/e2t/c/*W6_2G5P7Y4CQ1W1zFKzv1hM-s00/*N3CVn682dBMBW8bcBHq2Zd2y90/5/f18dQhb0S65P6tQ-5wW12PbMJ5Y81R8W1vLBGR1NgzVkW1Jz6Lx4LXjmgN2Y7dG8Q1n7LW87LHY84xgRHBW1LGC9w5KwbZ3W8LjHp097zYM9VMWnjr1rRxd8W1XHndh5-JfzrW2hhSLy89Syh1W9lwwrC5RkLPhW2T33qS4NTRSvW6Zxl2B2D4wplW6bMxM021nRCNW82RtjN2qVPxvW4XBFPh6RdWHtVN4kS27dcgF0W7Kl-gn635CnkVgDbKF2msq_lW4w04Jg2DssMVW24PyCX3q7KR0VGd53M24N3bmW1GNX3B8sHNy7W4QfhLS5lJXT-W8pHsml5mrswxW5hPCsl2s3HtPN16k07L1JPmrW3xXgkj1qZ6J-W5K1mxn3nGRPDW3L_G993FhsLRN8LrPZxh9Bf6W6J5PRJ4vqv5BW8hmh1T18TqDxW8BmgYb3C_dG3W7G9CGt3wg0dkN1FMQVzZN9jkW319kZ57rF5zTW7S8jJX7sr23pW6rpsHn7N7kXyW3hR_mf7rPW7cW3gdJMJ8GY4hwN69FXNYW7FhHW58qQZ98b5qDwW45_50d1zfPkXW5Plxcb25XWMCW9f59t_2QTkc_W7wKl3_6qFmVdN7KDPrShP5ZNW2ZDtj177WJVpf518W5z11
https://insight.globalwebindex.com/e2t/c/*W6_2G5P7Y4CQ1W1zFKzv1hM-s00/*N3CVn682dBMBW8bcBHq2Zd2y90/5/f18dQhb0S65P6tQ-5wW12PbMJ5Y81R8W1vLBGR1NgzVkW1Jz6Lx4LXjmgN2Y7dG8Q1n7LW87LHY84xgRHBW1LGC9w5KwbZ3W8LjHp097zYM9VMWnjr1rRxd8W1XHndh5-JfzrW2hhSLy89Syh1W9lwwrC5RkLPhW2T33qS4NTRSvW6Zxl2B2D4wplW6bMxM021nRCNW82RtjN2qVPxvW4XBFPh6RdWHtVN4kS27dcgF0W7Kl-gn635CnkVgDbKF2msq_lW4w04Jg2DssMVW24PyCX3q7KR0VGd53M24N3bmW1GNX3B8sHNy7W4QfhLS5lJXT-W8pHsml5mrswxW5hPCsl2s3HtPN16k07L1JPmrW3xXgkj1qZ6J-W5K1mxn3nGRPDW3L_G993FhsLRN8LrPZxh9Bf6W6J5PRJ4vqv5BW8hmh1T18TqDxW8BmgYb3C_dG3W7G9CGt3wg0dkN1FMQVzZN9jkW319kZ57rF5zTW7S8jJX7sr23pW6rpsHn7N7kXyW3hR_mf7rPW7cW3gdJMJ8GY4hwN69FXNYW7FhHW58qQZ98b5qDwW45_50d1zfPkXW5Plxcb25XWMCW9f59t_2QTkc_W7wKl3_6qFmVdN7KDPrShP5ZNW2ZDtj177WJVpf518W5z11
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Gaming

Gaming is playing an increasingly prominent 
role in the entertainment industry, and has 
become unquestionably mainstream: 86% of 
internet users report having gamed on at least 
one device within the past month. From video 
arcades to Xboxes, the device of choice for 
gaming has always varied over time, which is a 
pattern we expect to continue. In recent years, 
we’ve seen widespread migration of gaming 
online, the emergence of online multiplayer 
platforms, game streaming, and the popularity 
of freemium gaming platforms, both on mobile 
and PC. Seen as a whole, the pattern is that 
gaming has become more diversified, casual, 
less dependent on dedicated hardware as it’s 
mainstreamed. This has hurt console gaming 
and greatly boosted mobile gaming. 

At least 7 in 10 users, in all  
but two of our tracked markets 
(Belgium and Japan), use at least 
one device for gaming

Smartphone gaming is leading, boosted by 
almost universal ownership at a global level.

 This genre of entertainment is now among 
the most truly cross-demographic activities 
tracked by GlobalWebIndex. In fact, thanks to 
mobile and PC gaming, it’s difficult to find a 
region or demographic in which the majority 
of individuals aren’t gaming in some form or 
another.

Google to take on the game 
industry with ‘Project Stream’

Google is working on a cloud gaming 
service, called Project Stream, that 
it claims will be capable of playing 
blockbuster games. The service will be 
trialed with Assassin’s Creed Odyssey, 
which will be streamed to, and playable 
with, Google’s own Chrome web browser. 
It’s not yet clear how the final product will 
work, whether Google will continue the 
project after this beta, or if it will be better 
than Microsoft’s Project xCloud.

Gaming devices
% who use the following devices to play games at home

19GAMINGTREND IN ACTION

Question: Thinking about the 
devices listed below, can you 
tell us which you have at home 
and have used to play games?
Source: GlobalWebIndex 
Q3 2018 Base: 113,932 
Internet Users aged 16-64

https://www.techradar.com/news/microsofts-project-xcloud-game-streaming-service-will-let-you-play-forza-on-your-phone
http://g-web.in/1L8iuDE


The Stabilizing Console Market

In recent years, we’ve reported a year-on-year 
decline in games console ownership. But there 
are signs that the decline has stabilized. This 
stabilization has happened in tandem with a 
strategy from manufacturers to shift their focus 
to Western markets that have the greatest 
growth potential, best symbolized by Sony 
moving their PlayStation headquarters from 
Tokyo to California in 2016. It also mirrors 
the rebranding of games consoles from 
simple devices to play games, to multimedia 
entertainment hubs.

Although there are fewer console owners compared to 2014, they spend more time on them per day

Games consoles as home entertainment hubs
% of Console Gamers who have used a games console 
to do the following TV behaviors in the last month

Consoles now allow consumers to 
browse the internet, upload content 
to social networks, communicate 
with friends, listen to music, shop 
online and, importantly, engage with 
various forms of online TV. Within 
the console gaming community, 
consoles play a role in accessing 
TV content: 22% now watch TV in 
some form through their console, 
up from 19% in Q1 2018. These 
added functionalities help explain 
why, despite dropping ownership 
figures, we’ve seen the consistent 
increases in daily time spent on 
games consoles among internet 
users since 2012. With fewer owners 
of the hardware, and less revenue 
from sales, the strategic emphasis 
shifts to subscription services, with 
their guaranteed recurring income. 
3 in 10 console owners have used 
a subscription service on their 
console in the last month. On the 
manufacturer front, Sony has taken 
the lead among internet users, with 
the PlayStation 4 and PlayStation 3 
the most popular consoles, and the 
PS4 the most desired console for 
consumers’ next purchase. 

Console ownership
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Question: Which of the following 
devices do you personally 
own?/Thinking about the 
devices listed below, can you 
tell us which you have at home 
and have used to play games?
Source: GlobalWebIndex 
Q2 2015 - Q3 2018 
Base: 506,556 Internet Users 
aged 16-64

Question: In the past month, 
which devices have you used to 
do the following? This includes 
any TV you watch in your home, 
office, while traveling or any 
other location. Games console
Source: GlobalWebIndex 
Q3 2018 Base: 23,381 
Console Gamers aged 16-64

http://g-web.in/1L8iuDE
http://g-web.in/2r0Xn6g


Esports

Compared with where it stood a few years ago, esports has emerged 
as a more cohesive and mainstream genre of entertainment and is 
slowly becoming a household name. As many as half of those aged 
55-64 are also aware of these competitive video game tournaments. 
Sold-out stadiums and $100 million prize pools have increased 
esports’ exposure and shored up any reservations about its longevity. In 
PC gaming, guides to building computers specifically for streaming and 
the number of vendors selling ready-made rigs have proliferated. 

Despite many traditional sports fans remaining unconvinced of esports’ 
close relationship to their favorite sports leagues, plenty of the sports 
leagues themselves have been keen to capitalize on this relationship. 

It’s this increasing involvement from traditional sports organizations 
which will be a key impetus in the growth of esports in 2019. For 
example, the National Hockey League (NHL) in the U.S. announced its 

2019 plans of moving much further into the esports scene, involving all 
of its clubs in harnessing esports to increase interest, particularly from 
younger sports fans, in the NHL itself. 

3 in 10 of 16-34 console gamers watch esports tournaments. Its 
demographic is narrow but highly desirable: young, male and skewing 
affluent. The bulk of gaming live-stream watchers are currently from the 
Asia-Pacific region, where markets like South Korea helped instigate the 
rise of spectator gaming.

Focusing on Gen Z (internet users aged 16-23) shows this generation 
consistently over-index for watching live gaming streams across all 
regions, with a small peak in North America (36%, Index 1.60). Gen 
Zers in Europe, North America, and MEA, on the other hand, trail for 
watching esports, but that only highlights the opportunity there is in 
converting live-stream watchers into esports fans. 

Spectator gaming

21GAMING

Question: Which of the following 
gaming-related activities have 
you done in the last month?
Source: GlobalWebIndex 
Q3 2018 Base: 113,932 
Internet Users aged 16-64

https://esportsobserver.com/overwatch-league-finals-sold-out/
https://variety.com/2018/gaming/news/fortnite-esports-money-1202817774/
https://cybersport.com/post/nhl-esports-2019
http://g-web.in/2dUrN3Y
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Brand Interactions & Entertainment

Entertainment has a crucial role to play in 
the discovery of new brands and products, 
whether through TV, vlogs or films. Among 
the brand discovery channels we track, 
TV ads remain one of the most impactful, 
with 36% reporting that they discover new 
brands or products from them. Spending the 
longest time watching linear TV each day, 
older age groups are most responsive to TV 
ads. 43% of 55-64s discover new brands that 
way, though 33% of 16-24s say the same.

27% discover brands via product 
placements in TV shows or movies. In 
contrast, cinema ads come in towards the 
bottom of the list. Even for those who go to 
the cinema each month, this share doesn’t 
rise above the 20% mark. 

Digital media has brought new contenders 
in the battle for consumers’ attention, but 
how do these compare as a source of brand 
discovery?

If we look at vlogs and their core audience 
of Gen Zers, 59% have watched one in the 
last month, but only 17% say they discover 

brands through them. For the time being, 
it doesn’t look as if viewers see vlogs as a 
place to discover brands – which ought to 
be surprising, given the massive investment 
in sponsored and partnered video content 
brands have made in recent years. 

The ease with which digital media allows 
users to avoid ads on entertainment 
channels has shifted the emphasis 
somewhat onto brands to create their own 
entertainment. A quarter of internet users 
have watched a branded video in the past 
month. Downloading branded apps (16%) 
and playing branded games (13%) have a 
limited, but consistent uptake. 

They may be minor activities in their own 
right, but more than 1 in 2 internet users 
are doing at least one of the three each 
month. That’s a significant slice of the 
online population looking to brands for 
entertainment and shows the potential 
rewards in creating content that users will 
seek out. As we’ve seen across the purchase 
journey, these behaviors support the case for 
continued investment in owned channels.

Brand discovery routes
% who say they find new brands via these channels

23BRAND INTERACTIONS 
& ENTERTAINMENT

Question: In which of the 
following ways are you most 
likely to find out about new 
brands, products, or services?
Source: GlobalWebIndex 
Q3 2018 Base: 113,932 
Internet Users aged 16-64

http://g-web.in/1jbh045
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Social Media & Entertainment

As we’ve already seen, digital music and TV 
streaming services are growing, but they have 
a second home: social media. As part of a 
trend of social behavior moving from sharing 
status updates towards more purposeful 
activities, and with 36% of internet users 
saying they go to social to find entertainment 
and funny content, social media platforms 
have evolved into content hubs. 

56% of internet users outside of China 
have watched a video on Facebook, 
Twitter, Snapchat or Instagram in the past 
month. As more and more become used to 
consuming video on social networks, and 
as online TV takes off more generally, clear 
opportunities will arise for Facebook and 
other platforms to move aggressively into 
the world of TV. 

Despite the prominence of bloggers 
and vloggers in recent discussions, more 
traditional entertainment figures continue 
to command the largest audiences in terms 
of followership on social media. Singers, 
musicians and bands lead the field, closely 
followed by news and media organizations. 

Overall, the younger the audience, the 
more likely they are to use social media for 
entertainment purposes. But it’s important 
not to generalize; 8 in 10 55-64-year-olds 
say they have watched a video clip in the last 
month, to name one example. 

The content type where we see the largest 
age gap – celebrity networking/following 
– still attracts 29% of the oldest audience 
we surveyed. This demonstrates the cross-
demographic appetite for online video, 
and the potential for engaging this age 
group with social video. So even though 
the younger groups are driving the social 
video trend, their older counterparts 
will catch up fast through the types of 
accounts they follow.

Sports events may be the trailblazer for 
entertainment on social. 20% of internet 
users go to social media to follow sports 
events, rising to 37% for those personally 
interested in sports. As we mentioned 
earlier, sports entertainment has been a 
focal point for many major social platforms. 
Live video has proven an important gateway 
for users to interact with sports events on 
these platforms, as well as engage in the 
conversation around these events. 

Traditional entertainment figures still popular
% of types of people who are followed on social media

Using social media for entertainment
% of people who cite these reasons for using social media

25SOCIAL MEDIA 
& ENTERTAINMENT

Question: What are your main 
reasons for using social media?
Source: GlobalWebIndex 
Q3 2018 Base: 113,932 
Internet Users aged 16-64

https://pro.globalwebindex.net/chart-builder/questions/q47a


Social Media & Entertainment

That’s partly why internet users who have 
watched a live stream on Facebook, Twitter, 
Snapchat or Instagram are 82% more 
likely than the average internet user to say 
watching sports events is the main reason 
for using social media, with 37% saying so. 

With landmark deals between technology 
brands and major sports competitions 
such as the Premier League, National 
Basketball Association and Major League 
Baseball, sports content looks set to be a 
cornerstone of the social media industry’s 
future strategies.

Social media segmentation by age group

% who have watched a video clip or visited a video-sharing site in the past month

26SOCIAL MEDIA 
& ENTERTAINMENT

Question: Who do you follow 
on social media?/This data 
is auto-generated based on 
responses to the Social Media 
questions/In the past month, 
which of the following things 
have you done on the internet 
via any device?
Source: GlobalWebIndex 
Q3 2018 Base: 113,932 
Internet Users aged 16-64

https://pro.globalwebindex.net/chart-builder/questions/q48
https://pro.globalwebindex.net/chart-builder/questions/r11
https://pro.globalwebindex.net/chart-builder/questions/r4154new


Argentina 1,573

Australia 2,346

Austria 1,303

Belgium 1,276

Brazil 2,381

Canada 2,321

China 15,921

Colombia 1,323

Denmark 1,293

Egypt 1,754

France 3,292

Germany 2,889

Ghana 1,000

Hong Kong 1,889

India 4,157

Indonesia 1,773

Ireland 1,264

Italy 2,870

Japan 1,731

Kenya 1,000

Malaysia 1,575

Mexico 2,667

Morocco 1,000

Netherlands 1,276

New Zealand 1,287

Nigeria 1,000

Philippines 1,508

Poland 1,856

Portugal 1,297

Russia 2,287

Saudi Arabia 1,505

Singapore 2,563

South Africa 1,547

South Korea 1,289

Spain 2,881

Sweden 1,287

Switzerland 1,286

Taiwan 1,830

Thailand 1,562

Turkey 1,610

UAE 1,784

UK 7,869

USA 16,125

Vietnam 1,612
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GLOBALWEBINDEX SAMPLE SIZE BY MARKET

This report draws insights from GlobalWebIndex’s Q3 2018 wave of research 

across 44 countries, which had a global sample size of 113,992 (with 93,803 

surveys completed on PC/laptop/tablet and 20,129 surveys completed on 

mobile). The sample by market breaks down as follows:

Notes on Methodology

All figures in this report are drawn 

from GlobalWebIndex’s online 

research among internet users aged 

16-64. Please note that we only 

interview respondents aged 16-64 

and our figures are representative 

of the online populations of each 

market, not its total population.

OUR RESEARCH

Each year, GlobalWebIndex 

interviews over 440,000 internet 

users aged 16-64. Respondents 

complete an online questionnaire 

that asks them a wide range of 

questions about their lives, lifestyles 

and digital behaviors. We source 

these respondents in partnership 

with a number of industry-leading 

panel providers. Each respondent 

who takes a GWI survey is assigned 

a unique and persistent identifier 

regardless of the site/panel to which 

they belong and no respondent can 

participate in our survey more than 

once a year (with the exception of 

internet users in Egypt, Saudi Arabia, 

and the UAE, where respondents are 

allowed to complete the survey at 

6-month intervals). 

OUR QUOTAS

To ensure that our research is 

reflective of the online population 

in each market, we set appropriate 

quotas on age, gender, and 

education – meaning that we 

interview representative numbers of 

men vs women, of 16-24s, 25-34s, 35-

44s, 45-54s and 55-64s, and of people 

with secondary vs tertiary education.

To do this, we conduct research across 

a range of international and national 

sources, including the World Bank, 

the ITU, the International Labour 

Organization, the CIA Factbook, 

Eurostat, the US Bureau of Labor 

Statistics as well as a range of national 

statistics sources, government 

departments and other credible and 

robust third-party sources. 

This research is also used to calculate 

the ‘weight’ of each respondent; 

that is, approximately how many 

people (of the same gender, age, 

and educational attainment) are 

represented by their responses.

MOBILE SURVEY RESPONDENTS

From Q1 2017 on, GlobalWebIndex 

has offered our Core survey on 

mobile. This allows us to survey 

internet users who prefer using a 

mobile or are mobile-only (who use 

a mobile to get online but do not 

use or own any other device). Mobile 

respondents complete a shorter 

version of our Core survey, answering 

50 questions, all carefully adapted to 

be compatible with mobile screens.

Please note that the sample sizes 

presented in the charts throughout 

this report may differ as some will 

include both mobile and PC/laptop/

tablet respondents and others will 

include only respondents who 

completed GWI’s Core survey via PC/

laptop/tablet. For more details on 

our methodology for mobile surveys 

and the questions asked to mobile 

respondents, please download this 

document.

https://knowledge.globalwebindex.net/hc/en-us/article_attachments/115006124069/Core_Surveys_via_Mobile.pdf


ACROSS GLOBALWEBINDEX’S MARKETS

GlobalWebIndex’s research focuses exclusively 

on the internet population and because 

internet penetration rates can vary significantly 

between countries (from a high of 90%+ in parts 

of Europe to lows of c.20% in parts of APAC), the 

nature of our samples is impacted accordingly. 

Where a market has a high internet 

penetration rate, its online population will be 

relatively similar to its total population and 

hence we will see good representation across 

all age, gender and education breaks. This is 

typically the case across North America, Western 

Europe and parts of Asia Pacific such as Japan, 

Australia and New Zealand. Where a market 

has a medium to low internet penetration, its 

online population can be very different to its 

total population; broadly speaking, the lower 

the country’s overall internet penetration rate, 

the more likely it is that its internet users will 

be young, urban, affluent and educated. This is 

the case throughout much of LatAm, MEA and 

Asia Pacific.

This table provides GlobalWebIndex forecasts 

on internet penetration (defined as the 

number of internet users per 100 people) in 

2018. This forecasted data is based upon the 

latest internet penetration estimates from the 

International Telecommunication Union (ITU) 

for each market that GlobalWebIndex conducts 

online research in.

GLOBALWEBINDEX VERSUS ITU FIGURES 

As GlobalWebIndex’s Core Research is 

conducted among 16-64 year-olds, we 

supplement the internet penetration forecasts 

for a country’s total population (reproduced 

above) with internet penetration forecasts for 

16-64s specifically. 

Forecasts for 16-64s will be higher than our 

forecasts for total population, since 16-64s 

are the most likely age groups to be using the 

internet.

Notes on Methodology: Internet Penetration Rates

Internet Penetration Rates

ITU Internet Penetration Metric 2018

 
Argentina 77.1%

Australia 90.4%

Austria 86.3%

Belgium 89.0%

Brazil 65.9%

Canada 92.3%

China 58.4%

Colombia 62.3%

Denmark 98.3%

Egypt 45.2%

France 87.5%

Germany 91.9%

Ghana 45.6%

Hong Kong 91.8%

India 40.1%

Indonesia 32.7%

Ireland 84.0%

Italy 62.1%

Japan 95.8%

Kenya 37.9%

Malaysia 81.3%

Mexico 69.5%

Morocco 59.4%

Netherlands 90.4%

New Zealand 91.6%

Nigeria 32.5%

Norway 98.1%

Philippines 60.8%

Poland 76.6%

Portugal 75.1%

Romania 65.9%

Russia 81.3%

Saudi Arabia 81.3%

Singapore 84.2%

South Africa 60.9%

South Korea 94.5%

Spain 85.2%

Sweden 89.0%

Switzerland 90.6%

Taiwan 81.1%

Thailand 57.8%

Turkey 64.2%

UAE 93.4%

UK 96.1%

USA 79.0%

Vietnam 51.2%
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